
 

Market Minute: March 2, 2020 
Housing/Real Estate Market 
Home price growth accelerated in December according to 20-city home 
price index: The pace of home-price appreciation ramped up at the end 
of 2019 as index grew 2.9% year-over-year and 0.4% from the previous 
month. Overall, home prices have now risen for 34 consecutive quarters 
since September 2011. 

New-home sales in January reach highest level since 2007: Sales of 
newly constructed homes in the U.S. soared 7.9% compared to the month 
prior and 18.6% compared to the same month of last year to an annual 
rate of 764,000 – the highest pace in nearly 13 years. 

Pending home sales rebounded as the real estate market gets boost 
from low mortgage rates: The index of pending home sales, measuring 
the number of homes that went into contract, increased 5.2% the first 
month of the year following a decline the month prior. This was the second strongest monthly increase in the last 
two years but could be constrained in the months ahead due to low inventory of homes for sale. 

Macro Economy 
U.S. economy grew a mild 2.1% in the last quarter or 2019: The rate of growth for the economy did not change 
form its preliminary estimate last month. Consumer spending was revised down a notch, business investment was 
weaker than initially reported, but the trade deficit was sharply lower which balanced the overall number.  

Consumer confidence inched up in February to highest reading in 6 months: Consumers were still very optimistic 
about the economy as confidence index rose slightly from a revised 130.4 in January to 130.7 in February. However, 
as a strain of coronavirus continues to spread rapidly around the world it’s likely to take a toll on how Americans 
view their own financial well-being. 

Consumer spending is still rising steadily, and incomes had biggest gain in 11 months: American spent more in 
new autos, food and hotels, as spending rose 0.2% from the month prior. However, consumer spending has slowed 
since last summer and as long as the coronavirus threat persists, it’s unlikely to improve. 

U.S. durable-goods orders fall slightly in January: Although business investment in long-term goods appeared to 
be rebounding in recent months, the recent outbreak of coronavirus is creating difficulties as orders for durable 
goods in January dipped 0.2% from the month prior. 

Jobless claims rose to 219,000: The number of people who applied for U.S. unemployment benefits in late February 
rose by 8,000 to its highest reading in a month. Nevertheless, they remain not too far off from their 50-year low. 

Real Estate Finance 
Mortgage rates fall back: The 30-year fixed-rate mortgage (FRM) dipped back to 3.45% from 3.49% the week prior. 
The FRM continues to be significantly lower than the average of 4.35% recorded a year ago. 

Mortgage applications increased: Mortgage applications inched up 1.5% from a week earlier on a seasonally 
adjusted basis. The refinance index decreased 1% from the previous week but remains 152% higher than the same 
week a year ago. New purchase applications increased 6% from the week prior on a seasonally adjusted basis but 
were 10% higher than the same week of last year. 

Upcoming Data Releases 

• ISM Manuf. Index – 3/2 

• Construction Spending – 3/2 

• ISM Non-Manuf. – 3/4 

• Productivity – 3/5 

• Factory Orders – 3/5 

• Unemployment Rate – 3/6 

• Trade Deficit – 3/6 

• Consumer Credit – 3/6 

https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/case-shiller-home-price-index
https://www.census.gov/construction/nrs/pdf/newressales.pdf
https://www.nar.realtor/newsroom/pending-home-sales-skid-4-9-in-december
https://www.bea.gov/news/2020/gross-domestic-product-fourth-quarter-and-year-2019-second-estimate
https://www.conference-board.org/data/consumerconfidence.cfm
https://www.bea.gov/news/2020/personal-income-and-outlays-january-2020
https://www.census.gov/manufacturing/m3/adv/pdf/durgd.pdf
https://www.dol.gov/ui/data.pdf
https://freddiemac.gcs-web.com/news-releases/news-release-details/mortgage-rates-fall-back-1
https://www.mba.org/2020-press-releases/february/mortgage-applications-increase-in-latest-mba-weekly-survey-x262683
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